APPENDIX C
EXAMPLE OF DOCUMENTS
for inclusion in
Regents Fellow Service Award Portfolio

The following is a representative sampling of documents which nominees may utilize to summarize their service/research and educational or programmatic delivery/scholarship contributions and the impact of these contributions to the state, nation and beyond.

► Publication-related documents may include, but are not limited to, the following:
  • Peer reviewed articles, refereed journals, articles and abstracts
  • Research reports
  • Media releases
  • Newsletters
  • Invited presentations
  • Popular press or outreach media
  • Specialty publications
  • Agency publications
  • Web-Sites
  • Educational Programs
  • Applied research publications/information
  • Results of surveys and evaluations
  • Book chapters, etc…

► Documentation regarding contract and grant activity, patents, licenses and the development of technology and its impact on society or the economy

► Documentation regarding exemplary course delivery, technical assistance or response efforts and the impact on society or the economy

► External letters of commendation, support and endorsement from stakeholders, clients, constituents and/or appropriate colleagues